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Abstract

In this paper, I would like to present a unifying view on knowledge acquisition and machine learning. In this view, knowledge acquisition systems should support the user in doing the modeling of a domain, and machine learning systems are those which perform part of the modeling autonomously. Taking the notion of modeling as the central point, some aspects of modeling along with their impact for building knowledge acquisition and machine learning systems are discussed. In particular, reversibility at all levels is claimed to be supported by the system.

As a result of the unifying view, a new way of integrating machine learning into knowledge acquisition is presented and exemplified by the system BLIP 1, a system which supports the user in domain modeling and at the same time takes part of the work off the user's back by modeling autonomously. Since all decisions regarding the model can be revised and revision is supported by the system, we call this way of modeling "sloppy modeling"; the user may start with a sloppy model which can be revised and enhanced.

I Knowledge Acquisition as Transfer

Knowledge acquisition and knowledge engineering has been viewed as a transfer process for a long time (Hayes-Roth, Waterman, Lenat 83). This view is best illustrated by the bottleneck metaphor cited all over the literature: knowledge acquisition is the bottleneck of building expert systems. Knowledge engineering then means extracting knowledge out of the expert and pushing a completed model into the expert system. We can assign two interpretations to this metaphor: on the one hand, the expert system is the bottle, and the problem is to get the knowledge in. On the other hand, the expert is meant by the bottle, and the problem is to get the knowledge out.

1 BLIP is currently under development at the Technical University Berlin, project KIT-Lerner; KIT-Lerner is partially supported by the German ministry for research and technology (BMFT) under contract ITW88501B1. Industrial partners are Nixdorf Computer AG and Stollmann GmbH.
### 1.1 The Expert System as a "Bottle"

First-generation expert systems (like MYCIN) offer the user only one data structure to represent knowledge about a domain, knowledge about a task, and knowledge about consultation strategy: the production rule. Knowledge engineering within this framework means encoding diverse types of knowledge as production rules. In order to support the knowledge engineer, tools such as knowledge editors, debuggers, and menu interfaces have been developed.

These tools are supposed to serve as "funnels." They are built to offer an additional functionality to the expert system shell. In particular, they should provide for
- inspectability of the knowledge base,
- explainability of system behavior, and
- changeability of the encoded knowledge.

However, as will be shown in the next section of this paper, tools cannot help the knowledge engineer more than the expert system's representation language allows them to.

#### 1.1.1 Tools don't help

In this section, the shortcomings of knowledge acquisition with respect to first-generation expert systems are discussed using three examples: goal integration, representation at the most specific level (object level), and uniform representation of diverse knowledge types. The examples have already been discussed with respect to explainability of expert systems (Swarthout 83; Neches, Swarthout, Moore 85; Clancey 86). Here, I want to recall this discussion and point out its impact on knowledge engineering.

The problem of goal integration or integration of action parts of production rules has been raised by Mostow and Swarthout (86). Usually, different derivations of the same conclusion are integrated by strengthening the certainty factor of the conclusion using Shortliffe's (Shortliffe 76) formula

\[ 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - x_i), \]

where \( x_i \) are the certainty factors of the single conclusions.

This formula is only applicable if the premises of the rules are mutually independent. Swarthout takes this example and proposes an explicit representation of goals and methods. I do not want to go that far here, but only indicate consequences for tools. Adding a new rule thus requires checking all rules with the same action part, looking for specialization relations between premises, and preventing these relations. Since the system has no epistemic knowledge of super- and subconcepts, it is up to the knowledge engineer to take care that the premise of the new rule is independent of already existing premises with the same conclusion. A knowledge acquisition tool can display all rules with the same action part. It cannot, however, watch over the independence of premises. This example already shows that a tool cannot offer a really additional functionality to the expert system shell. In fact, a good tool requires functionality on the part of the expert system shell itself; here: epistemic knowledge of super- and subconcepts.

The representation at the most specific level in EMYCIN-alike systems has been criticized by, among others, Clancey (86). The prominent example is the representation of heuristics in MYCIN. MYCIN behaves as if there were the following heuristic:

*If the genus of a micro-organism can be determined but not its species then take the most probable species for that genus.*

This behavior, however, is a result of rules which give the most probable species for a genus. The heuristic is encoded as the level of "genus" and "species". Therefore, the heuristic cannot be found and changed at one place in the knowledge base. Moreover, the system cannot collect all rules involved in the heuristic in order to display them to the user as it could - in the first example - show all rules with the same action part. Neither can the user express his wish to change the heuristic nor can the system determine the set of rules corresponding to the heuristic. Another consequence of this representational framework is that changing a rule on species may cause a new system behavior in a way the user is not aware of. No tool can support the user in changing the heuristic or call the user's attention to consequences of changing innocent-looking rules for the system's overall behavior.

The uniform representation of consultative, problem-solving, and domain knowledge prevents the user from changing just one type of knowledge. For example, the strategy of questioning the advice-seeking user cannot be changed as such. Moreover, changing a rule system behavior in an unforeseen way. The well-known rule of MYCIN:

*If the age of the patient is greater than 17 and the patient is an alcoholic then Diplococcus might be causing infection.*

is of the same form as

*If the age of the patient is less than 7 then remove Tetracycline from the list of drugs under consideration.*

(Clancey 86). The intention behind introducing the age of the patient into the left-hand side of the rule, however, is different. In the first rule, younger patients are not asked whether they are alcoholics because of the first premise. In the second rule, Tetracycline are not prescribed to children, because Tetracycline can do harm to their teeth and bones. If child alcohol abuse increases so that the question of whether the patient is an alcoholic is also applicable to the 12-year-olds, a rule on Diplococcus but not a similar looking rule on Tetracycline has to be changed. How can the knowledge engineer find the rules to be changed? How could a tool find them for him?

In addition, the knowledge engineer inspecting knowledge about Diplococcus may well delete the age-premise of the first rule, regarding it as nonsense. He then changes the questioning behavior, without intending it and neither the system nor a tool can warn him.

As these examples show, even tools with high polished interfaces using window and mouse techniques cannot compensate for representational deficiencies of the expert system shell. In terms of the metaphor: building funnels is no solution if the bottle is the problem.
1.1.2 Newer Acquisition Systems

The discussion sketched in the previous section has led to newer developments in expert systems. As tools turned out to be inappropriate, work concentrated on developing expert system shells which ease knowledge acquisition by their representation forms. The goal is to offer representational constructs which match the expert's concepts. It is the standard AI goal of representing knowledge in the "human window" (Michele 82). Where production rules were first viewed as corresponding to expert's concepts they now are classified as "implementation-level primitives" to a domain ontology (e.g. "disease process taxonomy") and epistemological distinctions. The underlying assumption with respect to knowledge acquisition is: if there is no mismatch between representational constructs offered by the system and mental concepts to the expert, knowledge acquisition is more or less a direct typing-in process.

A system which allows the user to type her/his knowledge into the system in the same way as s/he used to write it on paper is OPAL (Musen, Fagan, Combs, Shortliffe 87). The system acquires ontological reports like with spreadsheet. This is possible because the ontological knowledge is already fully represented. The domain model is used to guide the acquisition dialog. Turning it the other way around: the hard problem of domain modeling must have been solved before the easy knowledge acquisition such as filling in forms becomes applicable. Similarly, the KRIMB system (Cox, Blumental 87) reduces knowledge acquisition to the specification of an already prepared model. For instance, it is already known that animals eat food, that cats are animals, that fish is food, and that cats eat fish. The system is then capable of acquiring the fact that a particular cat eats a particular fish. Calling the specification process "model building" is misleading.

A more general knowledge acquisition tool is MOLE (Eshelman, Ehret, McDermott, Tan 87). MOLE also exploits assumptions about the world. These assumptions, however, are much more general than those of OPAL or KRIMB. It is presupposed that

- the task of the new domain is of the heuristic classification type,
- there are hypotheses which cover symptoms,
- there are symptoms which differentiate between hypotheses, and
- there is knowledge about the combination of hypotheses.

This general structure is adequate for a wide range of domains. It enables the system, e.g. to check whether hypotheses can be differentiated in principle, to supply default support values, to discover intermediary concepts between symptoms and hypotheses. In a second phase of knowledge acquisition, the knowledge base is interactively refined. In this framework, the knowledge engineer is regarded an AI programmer. He is offered a workbench with which he can encode a knowledge base. This is analogous to the environment of a programming language. As is the case there, the model (algorithm) has to be constructed by the knowledge engineer (programmer); only the encoding is supported. In fact, model building is not at all supported by these systems but rather presupposed.

Figure 1 shows the transfer view of knowledge acquisition.

The newer approaches differ from the tool approach in the integration of knowledge acquisition and the performance element. The two approaches do not differ, however, in the sequential procedure of

1.2 The Expert as a "Bottle"

Another way to interpret the bottleneck metaphor is to identify the expert with the bottle. The problem of knowledge acquisition is then to elicit the knowledge from the expert. Knowledge elicitation techniques such as interview techniques, content and protocol analysis, and the application of the personal construct theory (Kelly 55) are psychological means to this end. The way from the model supposedly in the expert's head of the expert to a knowledge base is divided into two steps: the elicitation and the encoding step. Often it is argued in favor of a mediating or intermediate representation between both steps, (e.g. Johnson 87; Young, Gammack 87).

How far the first step can be supported by a system is an open question. Knowledge elicitation primarily deals with the interaction of expert and knowledge engineer. This interaction requires social and communicative skills which cannot be ascribed to computers today. Manual knowledge elicitation
therefore still remains the most broadly used method for the first step of knowledge acquisition (LaFrance 87).

Knowledge acquisition systems stressing the elicitation step are, e.g. AQUINAS (Boose, Bradshaw, 87), KSSO (Gaines, 87), and KRITON (Diederich, Ruhmann, May 87). These systems interview the expert or knowledge engineer and form a representation of the knowledge which can then be transferred to an expert system. The user is guided through an acquisition dialog, in which s/he enumerates the objects of the domain, their relations and properties. The interfaces are so constructed as to please the user, thus compensating for lacking human communicative abilities.

Knowledge elicitation techniques take into account interview effects such as the influence of the form of a question to the answer. LaFrance (87) points out that asking the expert questions is like a search: the answer is in the mind of the expert but it might be missed by a question following the wrong path. This clearly shows that knowledge elicitation also presupposes the model itself to be fixed and complete in the head of the expert. Therefore, modeling is taken to be accomplished before the acquisition starts, and knowledge elicitation systems do not support the modeling phase.

2 Knowledge Acquisition as Modeling

In this section we want to inspect the modeling process and discuss some properties of the model which the expert has in mind. Is the model already completed in the head of the expert or is knowledge acquisition (including knowledge elicitation) the process of creating that model interactively? First, we argue that expertise need not rely on a model. Therefore, a good task-performer need not have a good model of the domain which could be elicited. Second, we describe the modeling process as scientific investigation. psychological and sociological theories cast light on the nature of the modeling process. They also point out the interactive nature of modeling, which is the third point to be discussed. Finally, we derive from the discussion of models and the modeling process a view on knowledge acquisition as modeling. In order to make clear what is required of a system supporting modeling, modeling is contrasted with stepwise refining knowledge acquisition.

2.1 Knowledge vs. Skill

Knowledge is explicable and more or less conscious. Skill is not explicable or conscious. This short characterization points to different types of expertise: one based on knowledge, and one based on skills. Good task performance need not rely on knowledge but may well rely on skills. For example the arts. Ask composers, artists, poets how they came to create the composition, the picture, the poem - most often you will get a better answer from a critic. Where the artist is the expert in the sense of the person who is able to perform a task perfectly, the critic is the expert in the sense that he has a theory

---

2 "More or less" because the implications of knowledge are not always conscious, too, and one knows not always what one knows.

explaining the result of the task performance. This distinction is important because elicitation techniques are only applicable to interviewing the theoretician, not to interviewing the task-performer.

Another example will make this point evident. Let us take natural language as the domain. Native speakers are the experts for their mother tongue in the sense of task-performers. Their linguistic competence is their skill. In a language knowledge base we want to have (at least) a grammar, a lexicon, semantic rules, word meanings, and morphological information. Now, imagine how manual elicitation as the one presented by LaFrance look like if we apply it to this domain.

"Could you describe the kinds of things that native speakers do?"

"Are there different types of native speakers? Is speaking a subtype of some other kind of communication?"

"You said that thinking about what to say occurs before speaking. Why is that the case?"

"Let me play devil's advocate. What if you were thinking while speaking?"

"What are the basic objects in natural language?"

All these questions raise points of great theoretical interest: the first question could be the starting point for discussing speech act theory or communication and action theory; the second in addition points to variation in language; the third and fourth are heatedly discussed in natural language generation; the last question can be viewed as the root of all linguistic research for centuries. Of course, the native speaker is not aware of the theoretical implications of the questions. Before being interviewed, he may well have never thought about it. So he just starts with developing explanations for his own behavior, probably using what he has learned in school, some general explanation patterns, and introspection. Analogous to "naive physics", the model which people produce if they have to explain their expertise in dealing with the physical environment efficiently, a "naive linguistics" is developed. It is merely a rhetorical question, whether we want to build a knowledge base with naive linguistics for a knowledge-based natural language system. We surely do not! This example shows that skills cannot be elicited by the methods of knowledge elicitation and that the best task-performer is not necessarily the right person interviewed if we want to get knowledge about a domain. What the good task-performer (here: the native speaker) is good at is providing and assessing examples of task-performance (here: example sentences).

Figure 2 shows the relation between knowledge and skill with respect to knowledge-based systems. The important point is that people's skills are described for knowledge-based systems. Describing competence is a scientific task. In our linguistic example, describing adequately the linguistic competence can viewed as the central task of linguistics. We call the process of describing competence modeling. For knowledge-based systems, we demand, in addition, that the model must be operational, i.e. the system should be able to produce good task performance with the help of the model. In our above example, generative linguistics satisfies this requirement: the grammar is not only descriptive but, at the same time, can produce or analyze sentences. A model is an explicit, explainable, and operational theory of a domain. The two lines of Artificial Intelligence research, the more application oriented and
the cognitive oriented one, correspond to whether the model is claimed to be an isomorphic representation of the human competence and performance (Newell, Simon 72) or to whether it is sufficient that the model gives a good performance (Waterman 86).

2.2 Scientific vs. Naive Theories

The native speaker example in the section above already indicated that modeling is a scientific process. This does not exclude common-sense theories. The same cognitive processes are involved in building scientific and every-day life theories. As phenomenologists and symbolic interactionists have shown, constructing a model of reality is always embedded into the context of every-day life and its social reality (Schütz 62:256). The activity of producing knowledge which selects and explains the relevant observations, thus providing a basis for social interaction, is the same for common sense reasoning as for scientific reasoning (Garfinkel 67:279). Both kinds of theories are always provisional, although both are taken for granted in order to elaborate the theory. The main difference between every-day life and scientific theories is that scientific theories are systematically exposed to doubt and counter-examples. Institutions such as conferences with their refereeing procedure for acceptance and the discussions after talks guarantee that counter-examples or arguments against a theory are brought up and lead to a revision of the theory built up so far. This makes scientific theories more robust with respect to unforeseen events.

If we want to know how people normally build models, we may also look at naive psychology and its scientific investigation. In the field of perception of other people and in the field of attribute theory (derived from balance or dissonance theory) we find interesting results concerning introspection: the self-image is made up by the very same attribution process as is the image of other people. Herkner (80:46ff) reports a number of experiments which give evidence for this thesis. We learn from this that there is no direct link to inner processes of the self. Therefore, experts produce an explanation of their own behavior just in the same way as they would produce it for other people with that behavior. If an expert is expert at performing a certain task and not at producing explanations for this task-performance, she will produce a naive theory. The naive theory - as it is not tested by counter-examples and systematic doubt - is just the first approach to modeling. The danger for knowledge acquisition following from the sociological and psychological theories just alluded to is that we build systems with "naive knowledge bases" and confuse this with a knowledge acquisition problem!

2.3 Interactive Nature of Modeling

It has often been reported that experts changed their own thinking after working with a knowledge engineer (e.g. Turkle 84). They developed a model of their own expertise. Moreover, they adapted to the computer model which became their conscious model of what they were doing. This again gives evidence that the acquired model was not in the head of the expert before the acquisition process started, but was built up during the knowledge acquisition.

Modeling is driven by a need for explanation. Facts which are normally overseen become an object of attention if a crisis or conflict occurs or if the person starts thinking - regardless of why - with a theoretical attitude (Garfinkel 73). Interviewing somebody can well be regarded as engendering a theoretical attitude. Note also the stress LaFrance (87) is laying on playing the devil's advocate in interviewing: confronting the evolving model with counter-examples enhances its quality. In science, we can presuppose the theoretical attitude. But even there, the interaction between the scientists drives the scientific evolution. The commonly agreed upon assumptions underlying a theory as well as objections against the theory are a matter of interactive agreement. Taking this statement of phenomenologists and interactionists seriously we also regard the process of knowledge acquisition as an interactive one. The model of the domain is not already in the head of the expert but is interactively constructed by the expert and the knowledge engineer. This view corresponds exactly to the observation mentioned above.

2.4 The Modeling Cycle

Let us now summarize what we have learned about models and the process of making them.

1. Good task-performance need not rely on an explicable model of the domain.
2. The expert who is a good task-performer is not necessarily also an expert who knows about the domain.
3. A model can be an operational one.
4. Modeling is a scientific process.
5. Interviewing task-performers may start their modeling activity.

---

3 The main difference between the self-image and the image of other people lies in the parameter "distance": the self is always close to itself, while other people can be distant or close. Closeness gives a positive bias to the explanation forming.
6. A model which is not exposed to counter-examples and doubt systematically and over a longer period of time is a naive theory.
7. Modeling is an interactive process.

Applying these points to knowledge acquisition we get the following picture:

![Diagram](#)

**Figure 3: Knowledge acquisition as modeling**

The important difference as compared to the transfer view is that the feedback is present from the system to the model-building activity and from the model to observations or experiments in the domain. That is, modeling - as science - is a cyclical, not linear process.

A closer look at the modeling cycle reveals three phases and three types of revisions. This cycle is independent of whether computers are involved or not. It corresponds to the cycle in scientific research. In the first phase, the framework of the model is laid out. It is determined which aspects of the domain are relevant and are to be included in the model, the vocabulary for describing phenomena of the domain is chosen, and some semantic relations between concepts, properties, or states are taken as basic assumptions. Normally, we write this framework down on paper before we choose an appropriate computational representation for it. The step from the domain to the model, especially the creation of the first tentative representation, is not system-supported.

In the second phase, facts and rules are filled into the framework. By working out the framework, it becomes finer grained and more complex. More and more semantic relations are established, and more and more observations of the domain are represented. If there are observations in the domain which are considered to be important but cannot be reflected within the framework, the framework has to be revised. Due to the great difficulty of this revision the step from the domain to the model is normally not system supported. The framework is the basis on which the model is built. Changing the basis, of course, effects changes in the model. In fact, desired changes of the model are the reason for changing the representational framework. The problem is to formulate the effects in a language which itself is subject to change. People, however, seem to be able to reorganize, restructure, and refine a model - and systems should be able to support them in doing it! In the next section, an example for this kind of revision is discussed, indicating the requirements of a system supporting the revision.

In the third phase, the model built-up so far is evaluated. In order
- to test the model,
- to clarify conflicts which cannot be resolved with the given information, and
- to fill in underdeveloped areas of the model

experiments are designed. Experiments make new observations available. The new facts may then be used to validate the model.

Evaluating the model implies revisions of facts and rules. This type of revision can be supported by a system, today 4. Consequences of retracting a fact are determined and the consistent state of the knowledge is maintained.

However, the third phase involves also another revision. It may turn out that some basic assumptions have to be retracted which, in turn, invalidates a lot of facts and rules. If we do not want an empty model again, facts and rules should be adjusted to new basic assumptions 5.

An intermediate representation on paper of the model, which is then encoded in a computational representation language, is necessary if the system which maintains the knowledge cannot handle the three revisions of the modeling cycle. The revisions are then performed on the model, and the encoding is undertaken when no major revisions are expected. In contrast, a system supported modeling cycle integrates intermediate representations into the system (see figure 4). The challenge for a system supporting the modeling cycle lies in the reversibility of facts and rules as well as terminology and basic assumption.

![Diagram](#)

**Figure 4: System supporting the modeling cycle**

Because today's hand-eye technology does not allow for direct observations and experiments in a domain, a person mediates domain and system, but this is not relevant for our concern. The important point is that the person builds up and revises the model from the first phase to the third and then entering the first phase again with the help of the system.

2.5 Modeling vs. Stepwise refinement

In this section I discuss two examples in order to contrast the system support for modeling with the support today's knowledge representation (acquisition) systems offer. Today's knowledge representation systems acquire knowledge in a stepwise restricting manner: each definition restricts the space of further

---

4 Of course, belief revision is also not a solved and fixed problem!

5 Emde (87a) presents a learning program, METAXA3, which re-classifies facts because of theory revision.
possible definitions, facts, and rules. It is impossible to retract a definition because of incoming new definitions or - even worse - new facts. Instead, the conflicting new definitions or facts are rejected. The advantage of stepwise restriction is the sound logical basis. The disadvantage is that it forces the user to a top-down procedure in acquisition: defining terminology from the most general to more specific terms, then giving rules and facts which are controlled by the terminology. This procedure is adequate in some cases, namely when a well defined terminology already exists. In situations, however, where the user develops the terminology with respect to facts, this procedure is not helpful. In particular for revision, a system-supported way back from the more specific entries to the more general ones is missing. In practice, the user first models the domain on paper or with a text editor. Then, the user is allowed to proceed from the more specific to the general as well as from the general to the more specific. The user revises the evolving model by hand until the terminology is almost completed. Then, the user enters the domain model into the acquisition system starting with the terminology. If additional revisions are necessary, the knowledge base is loaded into an editor, revisions are made by hand, and the edited knowledge base is loaded back into the system. Thus, the user is responsible for all effects of the changes because a text editor has no ability of revision and maintenance.

Typical examples for stepwise restricting knowledge acquisition are KL-ONE-like systems (Brachman, Schmolze 83). Let us look at an example of upwards revision in the terminology. Figure 5 shows an excerpt of a T-Box.

```
modern-small-team -> leader -> human
  leader -> male
  small-team -> member < 5
  modern-small-team -> leader -> female
```

Figure 5: Excerpt of a T-Box

A team is a primitive concept with the roles member and leader. The leader is assumed to be male. A small-team is defined as a team with at most 4 members. Let there be the rule that small-teams which are guided by a woman get a special grant from an equal-rights-fund. We now want to define a modern-small-team as a small-team with a female leader. This new definition would be rejected by stepwise restricting acquisition systems because it contradicts the definition of the superconcept team. However, it is often the case that we are very convinced of a definition of a more particular concept and want to change the superconcept definitions accordingly. This is quite natural, since we cannot think of all consequences beforehand and therefore often take default definitions for general concepts. These definitions must be overwritable when more specific definitions come in. Of course, there are several possibilities to change the T-Box as to allow the definition of the modern-small-team. We could retract the superconcept relation between modern-small-team and small-team, create a new concept female-guided-team and put modern-small-team below it. This, however, would require doubling the restriction of the number of member. Less changes are necessary if we change the restriction of leader in the concept team to human. Note, that changing the restriction to female would affect the definition of small-team in an undesired way: it would become the same concept as modern-small-team and no small-team with a male leader would remain. This rather simple example shows what a system must be capable of in order to support modeling. It must detect contradictions, find possible ways to resolve the contradiction, compute the consequences of the resolution, and choose the possibility with the least changes.

To make things even more complicated, let us look at a second example. Here, a definition is to be changed because of facts. Let us imagine a typical bureaucratic situation: it is known that grants are given to modern-small-teams, and we thought that modern-small-teams are always guided by a woman. Now, however, we hear of a team which got the grant but is guided by a man. We know the facts, and want to adjust our definitions to them. Figure 6 shows an excerpt of a T-Box and an A-Box.

```
modern-small-team -> leader -> human
  leader -> male
  small-team -> member < 5
  modern-small-team -> leader -> female

A-Box
leader(x,y) modern-small-team (x) young (y) male(y)
leader(a,b) modern-small-team (a) young (b) female(b)
leader(c,d) modern-small-team (c) young (c) male (c)
leader(e,f) modern-small-team (e) not (old(f))
```

Figure 6: Excerpt from a T- and a A-Box

In order to be able to enter the team x and the team c, we can change the definitions in the T-Box in different ways. If we regard all the teams which got the grant, we find that they have in common that the leader is young or at least not old. Changing the definition accordingly requires not only the change of the particular value female into human but also the introduction of another role, namely age. Changing the definition in this bottom-up way is, in fact, a learning step. Because observations are what is most certain, definitions should be reversible - we cannot change the observations to fit our definitions! This demands, however, for the definition of revising operations, the computation of all consequences and a selection algorithm which chooses the best change. Before this is achieved, no system can fully support the modeling cycle developed in a top-down as well as a bottom-up manner, but rather must stick to the stepwise refining paradigm. This is to say that modeling should not be taken as a new word.

---

6 Terminology controls facts and rules in that it defines the semantics of the objects, attributes, and relations which are used to write facts and rules.
for an old thing but to indicate the work that has to be done in order to support modeling.

3 Machine Learning as Automatic Modeling

In the field of Machine Learning, many aspects of modeling have been investigated, and prototype systems which perform some tasks of the modeling cycle have already been built. In this section, we give some examples of machine learning programs which perform part of the modeling task. Viewing machine learning as automatic modeling and knowledge acquisition as a modeling task, it is an obvious idea to integrate machine learning into knowledge acquisition. A new way of integration is then exemplified by the system BLIP.

3.1 Aspects of Modeling in Machine Learning

It would take too much space to report on all the efforts to automate parts of the modeling cycle or on all the work on theory formation (which can be viewed as another word for model-building) which has been undertaken in the field of machine learning. However, pointing to some example system may make clear that, in fact, machine learning is an attempt to operationalize modeling.

Finding the concepts with their defining properties and deleting irrelevant parts of object descriptions corresponds to an early step in the first phase of modeling. Having a system perform this task has long been a goal of machine learning. Going further, taxonomies of concepts have been automatically built up. Techniques for concept formation and class descriptions have been developed by Michalski (Michalski 80; Michalski, Chilausky 80; Michalski, Stepp 83), Winston (75), and Mitchell (82) - to name but a few. Learning classification trees (or rules) which can be regarded as concept formation from another point of view is also a task of the first modeling phase (Michie, Bratko 78; Quinlan 86).

Discovering regularities, generating hypotheses, testing them, and using them to create a knowledge base with a considerable coverage is performed - by very different techniques - by systems such as INDUCE (Dietterich, Michalski 81), SPARCE (Dietterich, Michalski 85), BACON (Langley, Bradshaw, Simon 83) and META-DENDRAL (Buchanan, Mitchell 78). Here, part of the second phase of the modeling cycle is automated. Discovering laws (Lenat 77, Langley 81) is, probably, the most evident correspondent of machine learning to the development in science. In the scientific process, the theory built up so far is used to guide further research. Analogously, a theory-driven approach has now been followed by discovery programs (Michalski, Falkenhainer 87, Kokar 87).

Enhancing problem-solving performance by chunking operators (Laird, Rosenbloom, Newell 86) or creating a knowledge structure from primitive elements (Pazzani 87) is an aspect of re-representing in modeling.

Refining rules because of conflicts (Michalski 85, Wrobel 87c) or failures (Schank 82; Rajamoney, DeJong, Faltings 85), or master's advice (Mitchell, Mahadevan, Steinberg 85, Kodratoff, Tecuci 87b) are other tasks of the second modeling phase which are operationalized by machine learning programs.

Finding explanations for observations has become a hot topic in machine learning (Rajamoney, DeJong, Faltings 87, Wilkens 86; Pazzani 86). Of course, all rules or laws found by a program should explain the facts and predict new facts. Thus, just as science is always creating explanations, so do learning programs (cf. Kodratoff 86). However, at an early stage of the scientific process one is bound to empirical discovery, whereas with a better developed model it becomes possible to learn a lot from just one example.

Taking remembered solutions as a basis for a new model to be built or for a problem to be solved is dealt with in learning by analogy (Carbonell 83).

The third modeling phase deals with theory as such, as opposed to single concepts or rules. Forming a theory (Amarel 86) as well as revising it (Emde 87a, Rose, Langley 86) is part of the third phase. Validating the model and gathering new data by conducting experiments is another part of this phase. In the field of knowledge acquisition and machine learning, some attempts are now being made to design experiments automatically (Wisniewski, Winston, Smith, Kley 86; Rajamoney, DeJong, Faltings 87; Dietterich 86).

As opposed to stepwise restricting acquisition systems, learning systems proceed from extensions to the intension of sets. Definitions are built up incrementally and can be changed and enhanced based on new facts. This well suits the demand for reversibility. However, machine learning also faces the problem of changing the representation which was taken as a starting point - yet at another level. The examples - whether selected by a teacher or coded observations - have to be represented so that the learning program can use them to form concepts, taxonomies, or definitions, which in turn can be used to express more facts and rules about the domain. Choosing the appropriate description language for the examples determines the possible outcome of the learning program. Revising the description language because of unsatisfactory learning results is a most challenging approach for meeting the reversibility requirement (Amarel 68). Today, this task is left either to a teacher in most similarity-based learning programs, or to the knowledge engineer who has built the knowledge base which is refined by explanation-based learning.

3.2 Integrating Machine Learning into Knowledge Acquisition

Machine learning has been successfully applied to building large parts of knowledge bases. Examples of such successful learning programs are ID3 (Quinlan 83) and AQ11 or INDUCE (Michalski 80). Most often, the learning system and the performance system are linked serially: the learning system acquires rules independently from the knowledge which is already stored in the expert system. It delivers rules (or facts, or tables) to the performance system without getting or using any feedback from it. Another way of putting learning programs to good use in knowledge acquisition is shown by apprenticeship-learning, where the learning program interacts with the expert system. It compares the performance system's solution with a solution given by an expert, explains the difference, and changes the knowledge base accordingly. An example of such a system is LEAP (Mitchell, Mahadevan, Steinberg 85). Together with the expert system VEXED, the architecture of the system shows that both system and user work on the same knowledge, in this case a rule (see figure 7).
However, LEAP is restricted to the end of the second phase of the modeling cycle.

Another interactive knowledge acquisition system of an architecture similar to LEAP’s is DISCIPLE (Kodratoff, Tecuci 87b). As does LEAP, DISCIPLE learns from one rule given by the user and, therefore, needs a verification for the step from this one example to a general rule. Verification in DISCIPLE is explanation. In contrast to LEAP, DISCIPLE does not presuppose a strong domain theory. Instead, the system integrates the user into the verification process: it selects the possibly interesting explanations for a rule, forms necessary conditions for the rule, and generates examples for the generalized application condition of that rule, each time asking the user to classify the system’s results. The outcome of the learning process is a qualification for a rule which can be a disjunction. However, also DISCIPLE relies heavily on the quality of the domain theory. Whether explanations can be found and whether they are interesting depends on the expertise of the knowledge engineer who encodes objects, properties, and relations. The material for an explanation is a pattern of - possibly indirect - relations among the objects involved in the user’s rule. Part of the generalization of the applicability condition is performed with the help of theorems which lead from a specific relation to a more general one. The domain theory may be weak, but it must have a rich structure and carefully constructed theorems giving a hierarchy of relations. The construction of the domain theory itself is not system-supported. The outcome of the learning program is not fed back into the domain theory.

A third way to integrate machine learning into knowledge acquisition is balanced cooperative modeling. A knowledge-acquisition system supports the user in modeling and, at the same time, enhances this model by learning. The user is the person who builds up the domain model, the knowledge engineer. It is not a person showing skills in problem solving, but a person providing the system with knowledge - and thus perhaps showing some skills in describing phenomena. The role of the user is that of a scientist who writes down observations, structures them, and finds rules which cover the phenomena. The role of the system is that of an assistant looking over the user's shoulder, compiling information, taking care of the book-keeping, and cleaning-up consequences of the user’s changes, pointing to hidden conflicts, and recommending enhancements for the model. The enhancements include new rules induced from the user's notices, new concepts, and structuring of the objects into classes. Of course, the user is also free to reject the recommendations of the system. Figure 8 shows the architecture of such a system.

A consequence of this approach is that the learning part of the system has to cope with an incomplete and probably wrong domain theory because building up the theory and learning from it takes place at the same time. Another implication of this is that the domain model must be reversible at all points because either the user or the system can make a mistake. BLIP is an example of the balanced cooperative modeling approach. We call this approach “sloppy modeling” in order to point out that the user may start with a very tentative (sloppy) layout of the model and then change and enhance it with the help of the system.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 8: Architecture of balanced cooperative modeling**

3.3 The BLIP System

BLIP is a system which supports the modeling activity of the user through the first two phases by a convenient interface, a coordinator of different knowledge sources, and by watching consistency and integrity. The user may easily follow the bottom-up procedure or the top-down procedure of acquisition. Terminological knowledge can also be changed; the system manages the consequences of the revisions. BLIP is also an active modeling system which is designed to enhance the model by learning and revising. Moreover, the same procedures which integrate the new facts, rules, or objects given by the user also incorporate those given by another part of the system, the learning component.

Relating BLIP to our results about modeling (cf. 2.4), an important point is that BLIP is not a skill acquisition system, nor does it acquire knowledge from observing skilled task-performance, nor does it suppose the user is a good task-performer. The BLIP user is supposed to deal with explicable knowledge. However, this explicable knowledge need not be the rules (laws) of the domain; it can also be observed, factual knowledge. The modeling activity of user and system is regarded as a scientific process, as contrasted to the training process of expertise.

The question of whether the model built up by BLIP is an operational one needs a little more explanation. BLIP is not a consultative system or integrated into a consultative system. Of course, deductions can be made by BLIP's inference engine. Viewing this as problem solving (as is done, e.g. for the DISCIPLE system), the user can solve problems using BLIP. In this sense, the domain model of BLIP is an operational one. However, for a consultative system, many more capabilities are required: an efficient and explicit strategy for asking the user for the specification of his problem (cf. the MYCIN rule with the implicit age limit quoted above), an explicitly represented strategy for problem solving (cf. the MYCIN heuristic quoted above), and explanation capabilities. None of these capabilities are present in BLIP. In the sense of a consultative system, BLIP's domain model is not operational.

BLIP does not generate possible counter-examples in order to present them to the user (as is done by DISCIPLE). Thus, it is the user's task to test and verify the evolving domain model. The third phase of
the modeling cycle is not supported by BLIP.

The insight that modeling is an interactive process was the guideline for the system design of BLIP. The terminal screen can be viewed as the scratch-pad for system and user. The important point here is that the system really processes on the epistemic or ontological level the inputs and changes of the learning part and the user with all consequences - as opposed to an editor which only handles strings.

In this section, an overview of the BLIP system is presented. We then concentrate on revising possibilities in BLIP and show some examples.

### 3.3.1 Knowledge Representation of BLIP

Knowledge in BLIP is represented by facts and rules. Facts are expressed by predicates with constants as arguments. Syntactically, predicates are declared to have arguments of a certain sort. Each constant belongs at least to one sort. Rules may include negation and conjunction and have only one conclusion. Rules whose predicate's arguments are variables are written as meta-facts. Thus, meta-knowledge in BLIP has nothing to do with strategic knowledge, but is knowledge about the domain itself. It is a declarative representation for rules. Meta-facts are expressed by meta-predicates with predicates as arguments. Meta-predicates are defined by associating the predicate with a rule-schema.

The step from a meta-fact to a rule is performed by a rule-generating rule which uses the meta-predicate's declaration (cf. Emde 87b). The declarative representation of rules as meta-facts provides for reasoning about rules, checking the consistency of rules, and deriving rules from other rules. The means for that are meta-rules. Meta-rules are rules with predicates as arguments of higher-order predicates. Also meta-rules can be represented redundantly as facts, namely meta-meta-facts (cf. Thieme 87). The type restriction (the predicate must always be of a higher type than its arguments) is obeyed.

BLIP uses higher-order concepts. It does not realize, however, a full higher-order logic because that would result in unacceptable computational properties of the knowledge representation. As Wrobel (87b) has shown, BLIP's representation language is fact-complete and allows for answering any query within a time that is polynomial to the size of the knowledge base.

### 3.3.2 BLIP's Architecture

The main components of BLIP are the coordinator, the modeler, the inference engine, and the interface. The components interact with each other by sending and receiving notifications. This is the reason why the user's input is treated in the same way and handled by the same processes as the "input" of the modeler: the notifications sent to the coordinator are of the same form. The coordinator is the module which maintains the integrity of diverse knowledge sources. It can be viewed as the environment of the knowledge sources which represent the domain model (Morik 87). It also includes a program which acquires and (re-)organizes the sorts and syntactic declarations of predicates and maintains the membership of constants to sorts (cf. example below). The modeler is the component which evolves the domain model automatically. It includes a program which acquires meta-knowledge (cf. Thieme 87), a program which learns new rules, and a program which forms concepts (Wrobel 87c). The inference engine stores facts and rules from the object level as well as those from meta-levels (Emde 87b).

Rule-learning in BLIP is, in fact, learning meta-facts. The procedure is based on experience with the learning system METAXA (Emde 84). Hypotheses of possible meta-facts are generated and tested against the facts known so far to the system. The space of hypotheses is limited by syntactical restrictions which are attached to meta-predicates. These restrictions concern the argument sorts of predicates of a rule. Heuristics select the hypotheses to be actually generated and tested. Hypotheses are tested with the help of characteristic situations. Characteristic situations are search patterns which collect verifying and falsifying facts for a rule-schema. Validated hypotheses become known meta-facts and the rule-generating rule enters the corresponding rule into the inference engine. The rule, in turn, is used to derive new facts. In this way, induction and deduction work together to enlarge the domain model. BLIP is a closed-loop learning system.

The interface reacts immediately, showing the user all consequences of an action - be it performed by the user or by the modeler. Compared to the edit-and-compile behavior of many systems, this immediate feedback is an advantage for the user. The system can quickly be learned, a mental model of the system can be built very easily and naturally, and the processes become transparent and inspectable. For more details about the interface see Wrobel(87a).

### 3.3.3 Modeling with BLIP

In general, modeling with BLIP means interactively defining concepts and finding rules. Inference rules in BLIP can be terminological rules (those which express the semantics of a concept or relation) or empirical rules (those which describe or summarize a set of facts). When starting to build up a domain model with BLIP, the system contains nothing but meta-knowledge (the user can choose among several sets of meta-knowledge). The user then has to declare the predicates s/he wants to use in order to represent facts and rules. This is the very first phase of defining a terminology. The following part is to establish the semantics of the predicates by finding meta-facts concerning them. BLIP does not support the third phase of the modeling cycle: no experiments for evaluating alternative domain models are designed. However, the first and the second phase being fully reversible, the reorganization of a model needs no particular phase in its own right but is integrated into the first and second modeling phase.

In the following, we discuss how BLIP supports the first and second phase of the modeling cycle with a specific focus on the reversibility options.

#### 3.3.3.1 Layout of representational framework

In this section, the interactive layout of the representational framework for a domain model is described. Four typical types of inappropriate modeling are differentiated, and it is shown how BLIP helps to recover from inadequate first modeling attempts. Thus illustrating the sloppy modeling approach.

BLIP supports the declaration of the predicates and - if needed - the introduction of additional
meta-(meta-)predicates. The declarations can be performed in a bottom-up manner and are fully reversible. The system support for declaring meta-(meta-)representations is described in Thieme (87). The system support for predicate definitions is based on collecting all constants together with their membership to a sort. Thus, if a predicate is declared and facts are inputted, a new predicate with some of these sorts need not be declared, but rather corresponding facts with known constants can immediately be entered. The predicate declaration for the new predicate is then automatically built. The more important use of the collected constants is the automatic and reversible arrangement of the sorts. Sorts with their intersections are transferred into classes which are arranged in a lattice. With more and more facts, the intersections and subset and superset relations between sorts can change, and, accordingly, the lattice of classes is revised. Thus, also in this respect, the user may largely follow a bottom-up routine (i.e. entering facts) and the system signs responsible for necessary revisions (Kietz 88). Further work on sorts will deal with sort predicates; if for each sort there is a corresponding predicate, the granularity of the model can be changed from objects taken as sorts to objects taken as predicates. Furthermore, the meta-facts about sort-predicates can then be learned. With the syntactic declaration of predicates, the user decides which entities are to be represented as objects, as object classes, as predicates, or as rules. This choice determines the adequacy of the model with respect to its further use. It also determines the applicability of BLIP's learning. BLIP learns about predicates. Thus, the most interesting things should be represented as predicates. However, it may well happen that the user first chooses an inappropriate representation. Our demand for reversibility means, in this context, that the system should be able to do something about it.

What are inappropriate first modeling attempts and how does BLIP support the recovery from them? We want to discuss four widespread problems of laying out the representational framework, thus illustrating the BLIP approach. As an example domain, let us take hepatitis. To make the example simple, we just want to express that a yellow skin color indicates that the liver is disturbed in its function. The first attempt of a user to represent this could be writing the following rule:

```
color (yellow) -> disturbed (liver)
```

In this attempt, no general, i.e. all quantified, rule is possible:

```
color (x) -> disturbed (x)
```

does not make any sense, because x is "unbound". All that is interesting is expressed by constant terms. We call this type of inadequate modeling the case of the unbound variable. The user recognizing the inappropriateness of this representation might change it by introducing a new predicate

```
relation (<color>, <organ>)
```

and change the rule into

```
relation (x,z) & color (x) -> disturbed (z).
```

In this case, no revision of accepted entries into the fact base are to be made. Some new facts can be entered relating the color of the skin to disfunctions of organs.

However, this is not a clever way to model the subject, either. One of the problems with this attempt is the case of the missing argument. All facts which could be entered in this framework would implicitly refer to the same patient who can only be yellow, pale, red, etc. Thus, different cases cannot be represented. A quantification over a set of patients is needed. This, in turn, requires the predicates color

and disturbed to have one more argument. We could then write

```
relation (x,z) & color2 (x,y) -> disturbed2 (z,y)
```

and enter facts such as

```
color2 (yellow, tim), color2 (pale, tom), disturbed2 (liver, tim).
```

In order to introduce the new two-place predicates, we could write

```
color (x) & patient (y) -> color2 (x,y)
disturbed (x) & patient (y) -> disturbed2 (x,y)
```

give the name of the one (former implicit) patient by

```
patient (tim).
```

But this rule is not appropriate in general because it links any patient and any symptom. It only serves as a transformation of a fact base which models implicitly one patient's case. Such a transformation should be performed by changing the predicate's definition. Now, however, editing the predicate definition of color makes the already entered facts syntactically ill-formed, and there is no way for the system to insert the appropriate term into the second place of the predicate. Thus, the only solution here is to put a dummy symbol into the second place and leave it to the user to replace it.

The model developed so far expresses the interesting concepts yellow and liver-disturbed as constant terms. Thus, BLIP cannot learn about these concepts. This is an example of the case of the interesting constants. Using BLIP is much more effective if we represent the central concepts of a domain as predicates. Here, these predicates are

```
yellow (<patient>)
```

and

```
liver-disturbed (<patient>).
```

The symptom-to-disease relation is then expressed by the rule

```
yellow (x) -> liver-disturbed (x).
```

This representation makes the predicate relation superfluous which, in fact, is quite specialized since there are only a few diseases recognizable by skin color. Expressing symptoms by predicates, we can have other symptoms besides skin color for other disfunctioning organs besides the liver. If we want to maintain the already given facts but change the representation we can write

```
color2 (yellow, x) -> yellow (x)
```

and

```
disturbed2 (liver, x) -> liver-disturbed (x).
```

Modeling can go on with the new predicates, learning about them is enabled, and analogous relations between symptoms and diseases fit into this framework.

The fourth case we want to discuss here is the case of the missing predicate. It is quite common for the user to forget to introduce a predicate which discriminates different cases. Perhaps the user did not even realize that there are different cases. So, far changes in the representational framework were performed by the user and supported by BLIP. However, we expect a learning system to change the representation autonomously if the facts give reason to do so. And, in fact, BLIP is capable of introducing new predicates. BLIP recognizes that a predicate is missing by exceptions to a rule which show that the rule applies in too many cases. The rule must thus be restricted by discriminating the cases where it should
apply from those where it should not. As opposed to DISCIPLE, where just one rule is qualified by an applicability restriction, BLIP exploits exceptions for forming concepts which are not only used to restrict the particular rule but are also available for all processes. In particular, relations between the new predicate and other predicates can then be learned. The process of concept formation is described in Wrobel (87c).

The user need not restart modeling from scratch after recognizing that the first attempt to lay out the representation was more adequate; as has been illustrated, the model evolves from the sloppy first attempt to the more appropriate one without a loss of the already typed-in facts. The first phase of modeling can be reentered at any point, i.e. it is fully reversible in the sense discussed above.

3.3.3.2 Elaboration of the framework

The second phase of the modeling cycle is performed with BLIP by entering facts and rules. BLIP deduces additional facts and induces additional rules. Here, too, we want to concentrate on reversibility.

To illustrate revise with BLIP, we take the BACK example from above (cf. 2.5). First, we assume that the user modeled a situation corresponding to that of figure 5 and show how with the support of BLIP the user can override the definition of the superconcept. Handling contradictions at the meta-level as well as at the object level is demonstrated. Then we present the more effective use of BLIP: entering the facts corresponding to figure 6, BLIP learns the appropriate rules.

In order to model the T-Box behavior of BACK, we need the meta-meta-predicates that realize inheritance of value restrictions and the meta-predicates realizing the superconcept relation and the set of disjoint values concerning a role. The meta-level predicates can be presupposed by the user, i.e. they need not be entered by the user, but can be chosen loading the KL-ONE-METAPRED set. Note that the different sets of meta-level predicates model different system behavior at the inferential level. If the user does not want to have value restrictions inherited because this is considered too restrictive, another meta-(meta-)predicate set should be chosen. The rule expressing the superconcept relation is

\[ \text{include}(p, q); \quad p(x) \rightarrow q(x) \]

The rule expressing disjoint concepts is

\[ \text{opposite}(q, p); \quad p(x) \rightarrow \text{not}(q(x)) \]

where because of

opposite \( (q, p) \): \( q(x) \rightarrow \text{not} (p(x)) \)

holds. By writing the meta-fact

\[ \text{inclusive} (\text{modern-team}, \text{team}) \]

the user establishes modern-team as subconcept of team. By writing the meta-fact

\[ \text{opposite} (\text{male}, \text{female}) \]

the user expresses disjoint concepts. For value restrictions we introduce the meta-predicate

\[ \text{valr} (p, q, r); \quad p(x) \& q(y) \rightarrow r(x) \]

and for another constellation of predicates

\[ \text{valr} (p, q, r); \quad p(x, y) \& q(x) \rightarrow r(y) \]

The T-Box mechanism can then be described by two meta-rules:

\[ \text{mm1} (\text{inclusive}, \text{valr}); \quad \text{inclusive}(p, q) \& \text{valr}(l, m, q) \rightarrow \text{valr}(l, m, p) \]

\[ \text{mm2} (\text{inclusive}, \text{valr}, \text{opposite}); \quad \text{inclusive}(p, q) \& \text{valr}(l, m, q) \& \text{opposite}(m, n) \rightarrow \text{not}(\text{valr}(l, n, p)) \]

The first meta-rule inherits the value-restriction, the second ensures correctness between rules. By writing

\[ R1; \text{valr} (\text{leader}, \text{male}, \text{team}); \quad \text{leader}(x, y) \& \text{male}(y) \rightarrow \text{team}(x) \]

and

\[ R2; \text{valr} (\text{leader}, \text{team}, \text{male}); \quad \text{leader}(x, y) \& \text{team}(x) \rightarrow \text{male}(y) \]

the user defines the concept team corresponding to the definition in the KL-ONE example above. If the user now wants to enter

\[ R3; \text{valr} (\text{leader}, \text{female}, \text{modern-team}); \quad \text{leader}(x, y) \& \text{female}(y) \rightarrow \text{modern-team}(x) \]

\[ R4; \text{valr} (\text{leader}, \text{modern-team}, \text{female}); \quad \text{leader}(x, y) \& \text{modern-team}(x) \& \text{female}(y) \rightarrow \text{modern-team}(x) \]

we get a contradiction between meta-facts. BLIP therefore first rejects the entry and informs the user of the contradiction and of the possibility of entering the same contradictory meta-fact again. If the user then selects the same entry-menu as before, thus insisting on the second definition, it is stored in the inference engine as a contradictory rule. Up to now, the knowledge revision on the meta-level has to be done by the user, s/he has to decide which of the conflicting meta-facts is to be changed or deleted. If the user decides to delete the rule which was restricting teams to groups with male leaders, the facts derived from this rule are retracted. The user could also delete the responsible meta-rule so that the derived meta-fact

\[ \text{not}(\text{valr}(\text{leader}, \text{female}, \text{modern-team})) \]

is retracted. The inference engine is capable of keeping track of the derivations at the object level as well as at the meta level (Ende 87b).

As meta-rules watch consistencies between rules, rules are watching consistency between facts. Thus, if the user wants to enter

\[ \text{modern-team} (\text{kit-back}) \]

\[ \text{leader} (\text{kit-back}, \text{kai}) \]

\[ \text{male} (\text{kai}) \]

BLIP first refuses to store male (kai) and informs the user of the contradiction. But if the user is really convinced of the fact and inputs the fact again, knowledge revision starts in order to solve the conflict. Here, there is not enough known to revise autonomously. Therefore, BLIP asks the user whether s/he wants to provide a better support set for R4 or to delete the rule. If R4 is deleted and, as the user expects, all facts derived by R4 are retracted, we don't have a proper definition of modern-team any more. Of course, the user can give another definition by typing in a meta-fact. However, the easier way is to input the facts and let BLIP find the appropriate value-restriction defining the concept modern-team. From the following facts

---

7. The number-restriction of the member role is not representable in BLIP.
4 Conclusion

If one views the activity of modeling as the central issue for both knowledge acquisition and machine learning, the integration of machine learning into knowledge acquisition follows naturally. By inspecting the properties demanded of systems which support and perform modeling we can conclude:

- Modeling is an interactive process, thus the system should be interactive at all points in the modeling process.
- Models can be operational, thus the system should not only store the model but also answer questions about the knowledge.
- Modeling is a scientific process, thus the system's behavior can be designed along the lines of theory formation: gathering data, laying out a representational framework, finding regularities (laws), predicting facts, verifying the predictions, and starting all over again.

The most important implication of our observations on modeling is the need for reversibility because of the tentative character of layout and even laws. Starting with a sloppy model and then improving with revisions it has been illustrated by examples from BLIP, a system designed to meet the modeling requirements.
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male (kai), male (michael), female (christa), female (katharina),
modern-team (kit-back), modern-team (kit-natan), modern-team (kit-fast), modern-team (kit-learner),
young (kai), young (michael), young (christa), young (katharina),
leader (kit-back, kai), leader (kit-natan, michael), leader (kit-fast, christa), leader (kit-learner, katharina).

BLIP learns - among other meta-facts -

valr (leader, young, modern-team)
and
valr2 (leader, modern-team, young)

Thus, the best way to use BLIP for modeling is to enter facts, look at the results of BLIP's learning, correct them by giving negated facts or by editing the meta-facts or rules, and leave all the rest up to the system.

Meta-meta-facts, meta-facts, and facts can easily be retracted, and BLIP maintains consistency by retracting all deduced (meta-)facts. The problem of how to determine which meta-facts were induced from the retracted facts remains open. It would cost too much space to index and store the set of facts which instantiated a characteristic situation and thus helped to verify or falsify a hypothesis.

Modeling with BLIP is restricted to building up a domain model, corresponding to the first and the second phase of the modeling cycle. Because of revision possibilities, however, modeling need not be performed in sequential phases. Reorganization of the model, even of the representational framework, is always possible and is always system-supported. Thus, the infinite and cyclical nature of modeling is taken into account. Moreover, BLIP autonomously enriches the representation by forming new concepts and enhances the model by learning new rules. Thus, BLIP is an example for balanced cooperative modeling.

The user interacts with BLIP in different ways. BLIP uses learned or given rules to deduce new facts, and if the user denies those facts, knowledge revision tries to modify the corresponding rules. The derived facts can be regarded as predictions, and the user judges whether they are accurate or not. Here, the user represents the 'real world' to the system. Of course, the user, having all comforts of an inference engine, can ask BLIP questions about its knowledge. In this sense, a domain model in BLIP is an operational one. The user employs the system as a domain encyclopedia with inferential capabilities.

The typical user-system constellation, however, is that of a scientist and his assistant: a cooperative and interactive process of model-building guided by the scientist.

In addition to stepwise refinement, BLIP allows for a bottom-up procedure of modeling: starting with known facts and developing concepts and definitions on that basis. Changes in the fact base lead to changes of definitions and concepts.
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Abstract

DISCIPLE is a Knowledge Acquisition system that contains several learning mechanisms as recognized by Machine Learning. The central mechanism in DISCIPLE is the one of explanations which is used in all the learning modes of DISCIPLE.

When using the Explanation-Based mode of learning, an explanation points at the most relevant features of the examples.

When using the Analogy-Based mode of learning, the explanations are used to generate instances analogous to those provided by the user.

When using the Similarity-Based mode of learning, the explanations are "examples" among which similarities are looked for.

The final result of DISCIPLE is the description of the validly domain of the variables contained in the rules. Since the users always provides totally instantiated rules, the system must automatically variabilize them, and then must find the validity domain of these variables by asking "clever" questions to the user. Given a particular (instantiated) rule by its user, the system will look in its Knowledge Base for possible explanations of this rule, and ask the user to validate them. The set of explanations validated by the user is then used as a set of (almost) sufficient conditions for the application of the instantiated rule.

1. Introduction

Knowledge Acquisition tools are expected to perform a wide range of tasks in order to help the human expert to give a computer usable form to his knowledge. These tasks include decomposing problems, combining uncertain information, testing, help in defining data types, help in the expansion, refinement, and deficiencies recovery of the knowledge base, use of multiple sources of knowledge, changes in knowledge representation, development of models of the expert knowledge (see the series of